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My work has taken me far and wide
of late including flights to Edinburgh,
Dublin and Glasgow, I’m a dab hand
at clearing security with the plastic
bag of liquids in a very slick manner. 

As a child, trips through an airport
were exciting experiences, but not so
these days. However, my trip back
from Dublin had an interesting twist. 
I was there as the Olympic torch 
went through the city, and celebrities
‘Jedward’ carried it as part of the
relay, I wasn’t therefore surprised to
see this unique set of twins at the 
airport.

Our flight was delayed and I was at
the departure gate where many fans
requested their photograph be taken
with the two. I have to say they bore 
it with great kindness and patience 
to everyone they had a conversation
with. The entertainment continued as
they sat in the row in front of me on
the plane. Hyperactive wasn’t the
word, they were up and down at 
regular intervals throughout the short
flight with the same energy levels we
see from them on television.

I was teaching in Edinburgh on
Tuesday and flew back into London
‘entertainment free’. I was shattered
when I got home, so had a shower
and was asleep as my head hit the 
pillow. I live in a fifth floor flat in South
London that has a lovely view of St.
Paul’s Cathedral, The London Eye,
Guy’s Hospital Tower and the latest
addition - The Shard. 

The Shard, constructed during the
past 3 years, is the highest building 
in Europe (see www.the-shard.com).
It’s special to me because the build-
ing work commenced as I started
treatment, I would pass it frequently
as I went to the hospital. Reading the
Evening Standard on the tube I came
across a story about the opening of
The Shard the following evening, and 
I was mad to realise that I would miss
the show as I’d be flying up to Glas-
gow at the precise time the light and
laser show was happening. 

Then I 
was even 
more an-
noyed to 
learn the 
rehearsal 
had taken 
place the 
previous 
evening 
and I had missed that 
opportunity too as I’d fallen asleep so
quickly. It was at this point I looked
down to observe I’d put my top on 
inside out. In the cosmopolitan world
of London I’m sure no one noticed 
but I couldn’t quite believe my tired-
ness had taken me so far! 

Perhaps now you can understand
why I’m counting the sleeps to our
holiday (just six!) for a week in the
Lake District. I cannot wait, and apart
from some walking, swimming, lots 
of long sleeps and a Cumberland
sausage or two I intend to make cards
all week. I’m also saving a PDF of 
two parts of the new Craft Creations
catalogue which I will enjoy pouring
over from cover to cover. Who knows 
I may even make an order from up
there and then I will truly be in heaven! 

The tennis at Wimbledon this year
has been so exciting with a British
man, Jonny Marray very unexpectedly
winning the final in the men’s doubles
along with his Danish partner Frederik
Nielson - the first for 76 years. Andy
Murray got through to the finals in the
men’s singles, the first British man for
74 years - what an achievement. 

As the celebrations continue in 
the UK, I hope you enjoy the London
Olympics and Para Olympics in this
very special year - I thought your red
white and blue card challenge entries
on the blog were quite superb.

Best wishes until next time...

Image by Dave Catchpole



Congratulations!
By Jo Crouch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR268P Congratulations.

Creative Images: CIM532A Congratulations.

Black Card: CRE05CA4 and Plain White Paper.

Gold Label Stickers: ZL604U-53 Letters, 
XL563U-03 & XL564U-03 Small Letters and
XL682U-03 Informal Greetings (optional).

Bling-Bling Gems: GEM74 Pale Blue.

Stickles Glitter Glue: STK017 Black Diamond.

Card Mount: SF01C-122 Pearl Turquoise.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

These papers and stickers are just the thing for all
sorts of occasions where you want to say ‘Congratu-
lations’, whether it’s for passing a driving test, getting
engaged, 18th or 21st birthday etc.

Cut a piece of congratulations paper to 62mm x
188mm (mine is from the top left corner of the sheet). 

Cut out the outline ‘celebrate’, ‘great news’ and the
long ‘congratulations’ with a dotty underline (this will
cover the ‘you’ve passed’ wording on the panel).
These are all in the top section of the paper and this
saves wasting too much of the sheet, but you can
choose whichever words work best for you.

Matt all of the pieces onto black card and stick
them onto the front panel in the positions shown. Use
sticky fixers on the ends of the wording strips where
they go over the turquoise 
card and glue or tape for 
the rest. Stick two creative 
images onto black card 
and cut them out, add 
these to the design in the 
same way.

Stick the lettering onto 
white paper then matt onto 
black card as before, leav-
ing extra black card at the 
sides of ‘Engaged’ for the
gems. Glue these strips 
onto the front panel.

Add the gems as shown 
and make a little row of 
black glitter dots following 
on from the congratula-
tions wording.

This design uses more of the same creative paper
and creative image sheet. The only extras you will
need are XL023U-03 & XL058U-03 lettering, CB039P
tyre border and a piece of red card CEM09A4. The

black card mount is SF01C-116. Matt
everything onto black card as before and
lay out as shown.

To make a similar graduation card use
SR269P graduation paper with CIM533A
graduation images 
instead.



Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley

INTRODUCTION:

These are quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage
sheets, simply press out and layer. On some of
these sheets we have also included a separate
pyramid design, so you can make twice as many
cards. Use the layer hints below to help make
your designs look really special. 

tops of many of the snowdrops.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the main part into place
using fixers along the top and glue along the
bottom edge. Glue the point of the snow on
the flowerpot. Sticky fix the snowdrops into
place with the bottom of the stems over the
layer already there.
Layer 3: Cut between the pot rim and the dark
snow, curve the snow down, sticky fix in place
and glue the point of the pot at the top and
bottom edge of the layer. Sticky fix the snow in
the centre and glue both ends. Sticky fix each
flower and glue the tops. Do the same for all
the single flowers on all the following layers.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the wing by the centre and
glue the round end.

Layer 3: Cut between the tail and the body just above the wing
and curve the body down.
Layer 6: Curve the wing, sticky fix and glue at the round end.
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Robin On Flowerpot: 
DCD559
Main Card: SL01U-43 Linen 
White. Cover with a panel cut from SR195P
Blue/White Dots paper. Matt the design and 
elements from the sheet onto white iridecsent
glitter board (GB04A4). Add the elements and
paper punched snowflakes (PPU233 similar)
using sticky fixers. Scatter white sticker snow-
flakes (XL697U-08) across the background to
fill in the gaps between the paper ones.
Card 2: CRC181P Ice blue snowflake card
folded in half. Matt layer 1 onto silver glitter
vinyl and white card before mounting. Make a
border from white card and snowflake paper
(SR181P) with borders of ZL793U-42. The rib-
bons used are MTR09-02 tied onto the disc 
at the top and MTR44-00 for the white/silver
snowflake bow. Add tiny gems (GEM57) to the

Robin On Spade: DCD560
Main Card: SF06U-45 Hammer White. Matt layer 1 onto white
card and green sublime paper (SU63A4) and add stickers
XL709U-01, XL443U-01 and ZL729U-54 to finish.
Card 2: CRC206P Pastel Green Stripe card. Mount the extra 
elements onto gold glitter board (GB01A4) and white card, and
add a sprinkling of red gems (GEM85). The cream/gold ribbon
used across the card is MTR41-70 and for the bow MTR42-70.
Pyramid Card: DEC4U-29 Dark Blue. This design has a sky 
paper background (SR171P) with silver sublime paper layers
(SU01A4). The gems are GEM115 and the ribbon is MTR16-03.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the two bits of holly under the spade handle
and glue by the bits of handle. Sticky fix the two top leaves and

glue by the berries. Sticky
fix the rest into place and
glue the bottom of the
spade.
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Christmas Visit (Car): DCD563
General Notes: For this design you can layer the fore-
ground in a couple of different ways. If mounting in an
aperture card, I would leave out the foreground piece of
layer 2, then use sticky fixers just along the top edge of
the foreground for layer 4, letting the card hold the lower
edge down. On a non aperture card, the extra layer of
foreground helps balance the depth of the car. 
Main Card: SF01C-139 Fresh Blue. Trim 2cm from the
open edge of the card and stick the trimmed piece onto

the edge of the back panel instead. Punch 19 snowflakes, close the card
and position 10 snowflakes along the trimmed strip overlapping the outer
edge (just visible at the top right of the photo) then trim to the edge of the
panel. Stick the remaining 9 snowflakes to the back of the front panel,
sticking out as shown. They should fit neatly between the snowflakes on
the back strip.
Card 2: SCF01U-45 Hammer White partly covered with green dot paper
(SR188P). Add the ribbon (MTR10-20) tying at the side. Matt the design
and banner onto white then red card and mount as shown.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Begin with the top dormer window, lightly fold between the front
and side, sticky fix into place 
and glue the left side. Bend 
along the roofline of the lower 
window. Cut between the right 
hand bush and the window, bend 
the window down at the cut, 
sticky fix in place and glue the
top of the roof. Continue with the 
lower section of the layer, use 
sticky fixers on the two trees and 
the fence only, glue the lower 
edge down.
Layer 4: Curve the top and 
bottom of the back wheel and 
use a sticky fixer in the centre. 
Curve the top of the bonnet 
down and glue the top corner.
Layer 5: Curve the rear mud-
guard and glue the top.
Layer 6: Curve the wheel and 
stick into place. Curve the mud-
guard and glue the back end.

Father Christmas (Vintage Colours): DCD562
Main Card: SF01U-43 Linen White. Cover with star paper (SR164P). 
Matt layer 1 onto glitter board (GB04A4). Tie white ribbon (MTR14-00) 
around the side of the front panel and add a multi looped bow, twirl 
the ends and stick in place. The wording stickers are XL751U-02. 
Father Christmas: DCD561
Main Card: SF01U-43 Linen White. Cover with Stardust glitter paper 
(STG16PA4) and add snowflake strings to the side (XL701U-08).
Layer Tips For Both Designs: 
Layer 2: Cut between the sack and trousers, curve the sack down.
Layer 3: Cut between the staff and cuff, and curve the cuff down. Right
hand boot: Cut between the snow and the top of the boot to the toe. Cut
between the snow and the back of the boot, to the heel and then along
the painted snow line to the other boot. Curve the right hand side of the
belt and fur trim down, sticky fix into place. Glue the snow at the right
boot where you cut it and then both sides. Glue the top of the right boot.
Layer 4: Start with the beard, sticky fix at the bottom and glue the top.
Sticky fix the belt in the centre only and glue both ends. Do the same for
the fur trim and boot top. 
Cut between teddy and 
shoulder down to the cuff. 
Curve the shoulder down 
and sticky fix this into 
place, it should cover the 
extra bits of the beard and 
belt. Sticky fix the whole 
boot into place and glue 
the top. Lightly fold the 
fingers along the knuckles 
and use glue only (no pad) 
on the right edge.
Layer 5: Curve the top of 
ted’s head down and glue. 
Curve the sides of the boot 
top down. Cut between the 
bottom of the hand and 
cuff, curve the cuff down 
and glue at the elbow.
Layer 6: Curve the top and 
bottom of the cuff down, 
sticky fix by the centre and 
glue both ends.
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left side and stick the design onto a
deep green panel before mounting.
Add the star border (ZL728U-54) and
dots (ZL707U-54). Push out a die-cut
tag (TAG01C-52) and stick an image
(CIM528A) on to it. Mount using sticky
fixers and add the sticker star.
Pyramid Card: SF04U-52 Popset
White. Cover with a piece of stripe
paper (SR265P) and decorate the
background with swirls (ZL807U-44)
before mounting the pyramid layers.
Add the banners using sticky fixers 

Gingerbread Man: DCD566
Main Card: HG03U-61 Textura Bright White. Cover one-third of the card
near the fold with pale brown/white dots paper (SR263P) and add a ribbon
edge (MTR27-20). Matt the design onto red then green card and mount
using sticky fixers. Use a circle motif in the corner and add a bow (BOW07-
05). Stick gems over the holly berries (GEM88) for a bit of sparkle.
Card 2: SF06U-24 Dark Green. Mount with a layer of glitter board (GB05A4)
under the design and use gems for the buttons and berries (GEM88 & 91). 
Pyramid Card: TF10U-49 Hammer 
Red. Cut a panel of stripe paper 
(SR212P) and add four dotty borders 
(ZL793U-41). Add a strip of ribbon 
2cm from the lower edge before 
mounting. Stick the design onto 
gold vinyl (VGL01) and red card 
and mount using sticky fixers.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the separate holly 
leaves and pairs and glue by the 
berries. Cut the small handle off the 
rolling pin, curve the handle down at 
the cut and sticky fix into place then 
sticky fix the main part in place.
Layer 3: Cut along the top and bot-
tom of the rolling pin handle and 
curve the white bit down. Glue the 
top of the hat down.
Layer 4: Cut between the head and body on both sides for 
about 5mm, curve the body down on both sides. Cut between 
the leg and the tummy on the right for about 5mm and curve 
the leg down. Cut below the arm and curve the body down. 
Glue the top of the hat down.
Layer 5: Glue the top of the arm. Sticky fix the hat 
trim by the centre only and glue the ends.

and use gems (GEM85) as shown
for the holly berries and on the card.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the separate 
holly leaves and glue at the end 
by the berries.
Layer 3: Curve the leaves and glue
the ends as before. Glue the tummy
above the left leg.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the sieve in place
and glue at the sides. Curve the 
hair down.
Mr & Mrs:
These two designs go so well to-
gether, that I couldn’t resist making
a card for a couple’s first Christmas.
The card is DF08U-49 Hammer Red.
Crease the middle panel along the
centre to make an easel card and
place one pyramid each side after
matting onto green then white card.
Make a border to go across the 
flat part of the card using white 
and green card. Add the elements
shown then sprinkle icing sugar
across the card using tiny waste
pieces from XL697U-08. The silver
lettering is XL603U-02 & XL667U-02
the ‘1st’ is XL626U-02 coloured in
using a red lumocolour pen.

Gingerbread Woman: DCD567
Main Card: HG03U-45 Hammer White. Cover the
lower half of the card diagonally as shown using
pastel brown stripe paper (SR265P) and add a 
ribbon edge (MTR30-02). Matt the design onto red
glitter board (GB05A4) and mount 
using sticky fixers. Decorate the 
corners with swirls (ZL807U-44). 
Stick a large and small circle motif 
onto red glitter board and mount 
in the corner using sticky fixers 
between the layers, add a spotty 
bow to the top (BOW06-05). 
Card 2: SF06U-23 Deep Green. 
Cover the top two-thirds of the 
card with dotty paper (SR217P) 
and the bottom third with red 
hammer card. Add a strip of 
ribbon (MTR38-68) to the 
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Nativity Scene: DCD565
Main Card: SF01C-135 Centura Deep Purple. Matt
onto purple card (CNT114CA4), stick in place and add
the border (ZL804U-42).

Shepherd Boy: DCD564
Main Card: SF01U-14 Dark Brown. Trim
6cm from the front panel. Cover the in-
side back panel (SR263P) and front panel
(SR261P) leaving a 5mm wide edge of 
the card showing. Place wording stickers
(XL635U-02) on the front panel and 
make silver borders around both panels
(XL633U-02). Tie blue ribbon (MTR10-47)
around the panel. Matt the design onto 
silver and blue card and mount as shown.
Card 2: GF31U-43 Linen White. Cover the
large panel with dark blue card, matt the
design onto white card and mount onto
the panel. Tie the ribbon (MTR39-00)

Card 2: SF06M-82 Stardream Silver. Mount the design onto the card to 
one side as shown and use the dotty border waste (ZL793U-56) to make a
border around it. Place the snowflake border (ZL802U-56) to the right and
decorate with panels adding the gems as shown (GEM54 & GEM67). 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut the building between the left hand wall and the roof, going
around the little bit of pale tree then left along the top of the decorative 
border. Lightly fold the left wall on the painted corner. Place sticky fixers
along the top edge and around the inner arch, glue the bottom edge and 
the cut bit of the side wall.
Layer 3: Centre lamb: Cut between the rock and legs in front and behind
and curve the rocks down. Place sticky fixers on the back of the lamb, the
left shepherd and the trees and glue the bottom edge.
Layer 4: Cut the left hand shepherd between the headscarf and the back,
curving the back down. Cut between the bottom of the robe and the rocks,
curving the rocks down. Sticky fix the whole thing into place.

Layer 5: Left shepherd:
Sticky fix the arm and glue
at the shoulder. Centre
shepherd: Cut around the
rock up to the hand from
the front and back, shape
the rock and body to look
natural. Cut along the
painted line between the
legs and shape the legs 
to add separation. Right
shepherd: Cut between 
the leg and thigh to the
back of the knee and curve
the thigh down. Cut under
the arm and curve the 
body down.
Layer 6: 
Sticky fix the arm in place
and glue at the shoulder.

around the end of the panel. Decorate the small 
panel with extra pieces from the découpage sheet. 
Tie the ribbon (MTR38-47) through the tag before 
sticky fixing in place. Add the gold gems (GEM80).
Card 3: DEC1C-152 Suede. Cut two short pieces of 
blue ribbon (MTR38-47) and knot them together. 
Stick across the front of the card with the knot at 
the left and add the borders (ZL793U-41) as shown. 
Stick the découpage onto indigo card (COL169CA4), 
leave the top edge long and trim with deckled scis-
sors. Tie gold ribbon (MTR45-51) around the top then 
matt onto gold paper (SU72A4). Matt the extra pieces 
onto the gold paper and mount as shown. Add three 
gold gems (GEM60) along the top of the card.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the inner stone wall and the 
wooden arch, and down between the two bits of wall 
to the halo. Make stacks of two fixers: On the wood 
above the inner wall (above the lamp); in the corner 
by your cut; down the side about level with the lamp. Use single sticky fixers every-
where else including the inner wall.
Layer 3: Cut between the boy’s hand and staff at the shoulder, curve the shoulder
down. Cut between the top of the baby’s head and straw, curve the straw down. Cut
along the fold of blanket below the hand and chin and curve the hand down.
Layer 4: Cut between the boy’s knee and the straw and then around the curve between

the two legs, shape the back leg
down. Don’t use fixers on the back
leg, only the foot. Use fixers along 
the top of the manger side. Glue the
boy by the jacket frill, and the bottom
of the manger side.
Layer 5: Cut between the right side 
of the hood and shoulder, then around 
the point and halfway up the other 
side. Place a sticky fixer on the hood 
so it lifts. Glue the right shoulder. Cut 
along the painted leg lines on the left 

lamb and shape the body down at 
the cuts.

Layer 6: Glue the arm at the shoulder.



Rapunzel
By Susan Gill
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Paper: STDSPA5 Sample Set and 
Centura Pearl Paper: CNT126PA4 Fuchsia.

Paper Punches: PPW202 Heart, PPW506 Daisy, 
PPW209 Flower and PPW404 Leaves (similar). 

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Straight Lines, XL632U-01 Narrow
Borders, XL713U-03 Black Dots, XL713U-08 White Dots, 
XL514U-03 Wording and ZL729U-56 Dots.

Card Mount: AP56U-10 Parch Marque Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Add a medium sticker line over the
right hand for a flagpole then curve
the hand over the pole and stick it
down. Add the flag with the wording
sticker to the top.

Use the rest of the leaves to make
a pretty climbing plant up the left
hand side. Mix the leaf colours ran-
domly, overlapping them as shown
and keep the plant narrow at the top
so it fits alongside the window nicely.
Glue the pieces into place when you
are happy with the effect.

Punch flowers from the two pink
papers and stick these over the
leaves in a pleasing way. Add a lilac
dot to the centre of each flower.

Actual Size

Cut the top of the folded card to make the castle turrets, these are
20mm wide by 18mm deep. Cut a 3mm wide strip of opal card and
stick across the card about 3mm below the turrets. 

Trace the pieces from the diagram and transfer to the coloured 
papers as shown, the girl’s ears are made from a pink heart cut in
half. Stick the arch shape behind the aperture and add anthracite 
grey paper behind it. Cover the lower part of the aperture with a
55mm x 23mm opal sill. Stick the dress to the arms and stick in 
position leaving the hands unglued. Add the sticker decoration to 
the dress. Assemble the head using stickers for the eyes and a red
sticker (or pen) for the mouth, and keep this to one side for now. 

Punch the leaves from two different green papers, you will need
about 12 of each colour. Arrange three in the bottom right corner 
of the card and add a couple of pink flowers. The plait is made

from about 40 gold
hearts, place the 
first one about 1cm
up from the bottom
of the card and stick
them one overlap-
ping the other all 
the way up to the
head. As you finish
the plait add the
head using sticky
fixers, tucking the
last heart under, just
below the ear. 

Punch a gold
daisy and cut apart
as shown (below
right), discarding the
single petal. Arrange
the two pieces at 
the bottom of the
plait then stick the
bow over the join.

Actual Size



Square Patterns
By Margaret McQuillan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 22 Count White Handanger Fabric.

Stitch Count: Width 48 x Depth 48.

Threads: No 8 Anchor Cotton Perle:
Ivory, Light Salmon, Salmon, Green.

Papers and Stickers: SR129P Happy Birthday, 
SR159P Leaves and XL500U-24 Borders.

Card Mount: SF08U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

fabric folded behind it. This is then layered 
onto glitter board and white card.

If you prefer to use an aperture card, the 
finished work is about 60mm square. It will fit
into an AP55U card with about 2mm of fabric
showing all around. It is easy enough to make 
a neat stitched border around the design to
cover this edge. 

Place the fabric in an embroidery hoop and stitch follow-
ing the chart, use the close up picture to guide you.

Remove the work from the hoop and mount as desired. 
I have covered the card with two papers and hand cut a 
card frame to go over the stitching with copper peel-off
borders to complete the mounting.

On the mauve option the card is covered with shaded
paper and white sticker borders are used. The design is

mounted onto a
square of card with
the edges of the 



Perfect Partners
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Foiled Topper: CDT516G Blossom Birds.

Creative Paper: SR001P Random Cream and
SR005P Random Pale Green.

Creative Borders: CB037P Hearts and Flowers.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL775U-01 Words, XL460U-01
Daisy Borders, XL702U-01 Dragonflies, XL500U-
01 Lines, XL563U-01 & XL564U-01 Alphabets,
XL058U Letters and ZL739U-81 Daisy Borders.

Die-Cut Tags: TAG01C-52

Paper Punch: PPW530 15mm Circle.

2 Gold Brads: BRA041.

Double Shutter Card Mount: 
ST04U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

A word about the card blank, as they can be a bit
confusing to fold the first time. Place the card flat on
a cutting mat as shown so the narrow edge with only
two fold lines is at the bottom. Run a knife along
each slot (red lines) to cut through the little spots 
that hold the panels together. 

Now fold the card along the blue lines (see the 
arrows along the top edge of the diagram) to make 
a “Z” fold card and firmly press in the creases.

Unfold the card then refold, including the short
creases not previously used, so all the creases go up

and down alternately as shown, this will mean revers-
ing some of the folds you have already made. Press
all the creases firmly then open the card out flat again
and make sure you are working on the right side.

Refer to the photos for guidance. Use 15mm wide
strips of the cream and green creative paper behind
printed daisy borders along the top and bottom edge
of the card and reversing the colours as shown. 

Stick the foiled picture panels directly onto the
card. The shaped foil border on the back panel is cut
from the waste that is left on the sheet after removing
the picture panel. Cut it roughly from the sheet leav-
ing a good amount of extra background and stick on
to white card using glue behind the foiled bit. This 
will help keep it in shape while you carefully cut to 
the foiled line. Stick this panel to the top of the back
panel and add the greeting sticker. The rest of the
space will be used for your written message.

UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

D

D

D

D

D

D

Card - Right Side Up

Front Panel

Our shutter cards and foiled toppers really are ‘per-
fect partners’ as the various shapes and sizes of the
toppers work exceptionally well with the mixed size
panels on this type of card.
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Firmly stick a length of thread (to the back of the
panels) across the gap between the top panel and
bottom bar at 15mm from the fold. 

Punch four cream and four green circles from the
papers and add the letters to spell ‘wren’. Place a bit
of double sided tape to the back of the cream discs
and stick each one to the thread spacing evenly. Add
the green discs over the backs. Cut individual flowers
from the glitter border and stick one to the thread
then cover the sticky back with another.

BIRDHOUSE CARD:

This card uses the long tailed tits
from the same die-cut sheet as the
wrens on the main card. 

Add extra colour by mounting 
the foiled toppers onto pink and
white panels cut from SR079P and
SR223P. Make these the right size to
leave a nice even white border of the
card panel showing around them.

Cover a medium and a small tag with cream and
green paper and add a sticker line around the edges.
Decorate both and fix to the front half panel using
brads, make a slot through the card for the prongs.

Cut flowers from the larger daisy border on the
sticker sheet. Stick them to the back of the printed
paper, cut out then fix in the corners of the tag and
some of the panels where shown. Add a small daisy
border down the centre of the lower panel, so it is
just behind the fold when the card is closed. 

Scatter dragonflies across the rest 
of the card using cream and green 
paper behind the wings of some, and 
adding mini fixers under the wings to 
lift them. Use the dots on the sheets 
to add pretty trails between them.

Make the border using XL811U-01 daisy swags,
these are cut at the folds so that they do not lift when
the card is folded. The petals are coloured in with a
water colour pencil. 

Punch some flowers from dark pink paper using
PPW209 for the front panel. Add the gold detail with
waste from the border flowers and a tiny gold gem
(GEM58) in the centre of each. Shape the flowers and

stick in place by the
centres only. 

Punch a flower
from green paper for
the leaves. Cut into
three and tuck under
the flowers.

Make a pink tag
and large white panel
(for the greeting) from
the topper waste, in
the same way as for
the wren card. Add
foiled corners from
the topper sheet glu-
ing them over the
frame to decorate it. 
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FLOWER CARD:

Cut a little birdhouse from
white card with a wooden pole
and roof cut from SR252P 
veneer paper. The white part
looked a bit stark so I have
given it the “shabby chic” look
by lightly brushing a gold
stamp pad across it. Make
pretty trailing stems using
XL807U-01 (swirls with stars).
Place a flower over each star
and add a few leaves/thorns
using the waste from the bor-
der flowers used earlier.

Scatter holographic butter-
flies (ZL568U-71), dragonflies
and dots across the inner
panels as shown.

THE RACE CARD:

Cut a 30mm wide 
long border from deep
green card (CRE06CA4)
and cover with a 25mm
wide strip of cog paper
(SR232P). Stick this in

This card has a two tone look, with just the large
front-facing panels covered with pink flower paper. 

For the front and back panels, cut the paper to
100mm x 169mm. With the card folded, spread a thin
layer of glue over just the panels you want to cover.
Stick the paper in place, it will go over the half panel
that you are leaving white but, as this is not glued it
will not stick. Turn the card and fold it, to cut away
the paper over the half panel. The paper for the cen-
tre panel is just cut to size and stuck in place.

Make the writing panel and white tag using the
waste from the topper sheet as before. The glitter
butterflies are ZL512U-50 and -82. Stick some
straight onto the panels and others onto paper and
cut out for the 3D look. 

Stick a pink butterfly directly onto the tag with 
a clear one (with the wings on acetate) on top, stick-
ing by the body only. Add pink glitter lettering using
ZL758U-50 & ZL759U-50 and tie fuchsia ribbon
through the tags (MTR10-17) before mounting.

Cover the top and bot-
tom bars with pink scroll 
borders from CB002P, 
with a row of dotty bor-
der (ZL793U-42) above 
and below them. Cut the 
peel-off border at the 
folds or they will lift as 
the card is folded.

place, trimming the ends to the card edges and add 
a gold sticker line (XL500U-01) along each side.

Stick two large cog stickers (XL764U-01) to acet-
ate and add the circle toppers to them using sticky
fixers. Stick these in place by the left edges only as
shown, as they will overlap the small panel.

Cut a 15mm wide strip of green card for the back
panel. Cover with green/gold cogs (XL764U-12) in a
mix of sizes, then turn it over and trim the stickers to
the edge of the card using a knife and ruler. Stick to
the back panel as shown and edge with gold borders.

Make the writing panel as before from the die-cut
waste. The racing flags, cup and wording are from
XL741U-01, colour some bits green as shown using
lumocolour pens (LUM01).

Add gold cogs to the middle panels as shown trim-
ming them to the edges of the panels. Mount all the
picture panels using sticky fixers and add the letter-
ing to the top edge using XL563U-01 & XL564U-01. 



Triple Squares
By Sheila Davies
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 10 Count Interlock Tapestry Canvas. 

Stitch Count: Width 35 x Depth 35.

Tapestry Yarn: Blue, Ivory, Blue Mix Lurex & Gold Lurex.

Card Mount: AP10G-GO-29 Dark Blue.

Left: This version is stitched using 2mm wide
ribbon stitching threads and is mounted onto an
SF06U-18 card blank with white card behind.

Stitch the main part of the design using the
chart then add a line of gold lurex around each
inner square using long straight stitches.



Flower Panel
By Eileen Davies
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card and Paper: VA021A4 Vanguard Violet,
MIR02CA4 Mirri Silver and CNT135PA4 Purple.

2mm Quilling Paper: QP001 Mixed Colours.

5mm Quilling Paper: Lilac and Pale Yellow.

10mm Quilling Paper: Pale Green.

White Pearl Stamens.

Peel Off Sticker: XL427U-02 Happy Birthday.

Quilling Tool: QT006.

Quilling Workboard: QT004.

Printed Card: CRC204P Pastel Yellow Stripe.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a panel of violet card to each of the following
sizes; 50mm x 184mm, 54mm x 58mm and 30mm
square. Matt each of these onto the silver card and
cut to leave a 4mm border all around. Matt each of
these onto violet card again and cut to leave a 4mm
border all around. 

Score the yellow stripe card and fold in half. Stick
the tall panel onto the card with an even border at the
top, bottom and left side. Stick the medium panel
alongside it, aligning the bottom edges and centring
it on the space at the side of the taller panel. Stick
the square panel above aligning the left edges. Add
the birthday sticker to the medium panel as shown.

Use the actual size photo of the long panel as a
guide to positioning, or place a piece of tracing paper
over the photo, make a small dot at the centre of
each of the main flowers and the top of each bell.
Place this over the long panel and use an embossing
tool or similar to make a dent at each dot.

Make the quilled flowers as follows, using the
workboard to keep the sizes even and shapes neat.

Flower 1: Use a 10cm length of 2mm white and a
15cm length of 2mm pale yellow. Glue the yellow to
the end of the white and wind to a tight peg starting
at the white end. Glue the end to hold the shape and
then glue to the panel.

Make the six petals for this flower using 2mm white
paper. Wind a 12cm length onto the tool and place 
in a 10mm hole. Glue the end to make a loose coil.
Pinch between a finger and thumb to make a tear-
drop, keep hold of the shape and press the handle of
the quilling tool into the round end, which will make a

sort of heart shape. Arrange and glue these around
the centre already on the card.

Flower 2: Make five bells from 10cm lengths of 2mm
pale yellow, wind to a tight peg and glue the end.
Gently press the point of a blunt pencil/wooden
kebab stick or similar into the centre of the peg to
make the bell shape. Push the bells to slightly differ-
ent lengths as shown. Cut a stamen to fit inside each
so the beaded end sits just below the bell and glue
them in place. Glue the bells onto the card as shown. 

Flower 3 (x2): Make the flower centres using 10cm
lengths of 5mm pale yellow paper. Cut slots, about
1mm apart, all along one edge of the paper and roll
to a tight peg. Glue the end to hold in place. Glue the
centres onto the panel. 

Make six white petals to go around each centre
using 2mm paper. Wind an 8cm length of paper into
a coil and place in a 7mm hole in the workboard.
Glue to a loose coil then pinch both ends to make an
eye shape. Stick these around the centres, leaving a
slightly larger gap for the stems.

Flower 4: Use 2mm papers. Begin with the white
centre, use a 10 cm length, wind on the tool and
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Leaves and Stems: Glue two
strips of 2mm green together to
make a double thickness strip,
use this to make the stems for
each of the flowers as shown in
the photo. The bottom of each
stem is tapered, the stem for the
bellflowers is tapered at the top
too and the leaves on this stem
are made in the same way.

Make simple loop leaves for
flowers ‘7’, use 25 - 30mm of
paper, bend in half to form a
loop and glue the ends together.
Stick along the stems as shown.

Loop Side-Loop

Use longer strips of paper for
the looped leaves of flower ‘1’.
Loop one end around three
times before gluing at the base
and pinching the ends.

Make side-loop leaves to fit
between flowers 4 & 7 by loop-
ing either side of the first loop
alternately (shown above). 

Make two loose coils from
10cm lengths placed in 8mm
holes. Pinch into eye shapes
and bend to shape a little. Add
these to the stem of flower ‘4’.

Make three leaves for flowers
‘3’ from the 10mm paper. Fold a
length in half, cut the shape as
shown then fringe the cut edge.
Open the leaf out and stick into
place on the stems.

Butterfly: Wind two 12cm lengths of 2mm yellow
paper, and place into the 10mm holes. Wind another
two using 9cm lengths and place in 8mm holes. Glue
all of these into loose coils and place flat on a table. 

Wind 3cm lengths of white into tight pegs and
glue, these are to fit inside each yellow coil, expand
the centre of the coil if necessary to fit them in. Once
it fits, place a tiny smear of glue on the outside of the
peg before inserting back into the yellow coil and
pinch to a teardrop. 

Make the body from purple paper. Cut to a 2cm
square, roll up diagonally and glue to hold. Add a
couple of little antennae cut from black card and stick
to the square panel. Add the large wings to the top
and the small ones below to complete.

place into a 9mm hole. Glue the 
end and pinch to make an eye 
shape then glue onto the panel. 
Use 15cm lengths of pale yellow 
to make seven petals. Wind on 
the tool and place into the 10mm 
holes. Glue and pinch into eye 
shapes. Place these along the 
curve of the white centre as 
shown. 

The frilly top is made from a strip 
of 2mm paper, cut to make three 
very narrow strips, each less than 
1mm deep. Wind short 20-30mm 
lengths onto the tool and drop 
onto a work surface so they un-
wind to look a bit like commas. 
Glue them above the white centre 
making a couple of layers to make 
a tangled mass.

Flower 5: Make a tight peg from a 
10cm length of 2mm white paper 
and glue the end. Glue into place 
on the panel. Use the 2mm lilac 
paper to make eight petals from 
12cm lengths and place in the 
9mm holes to expand. Glue in-
to loose coils and pinch to eye 
shapes. Stick these around the 
white centre, start with the ones 
by the yellow flower as these will 
need to fit in between them.

Flower 6 (x6): Use 15cm lengths 
of 5mm lilac paper to make the 
fringe flowers. Fringe the top edge, 
wind to a tight peg and glue the 
end to hold it there. Only lightly 
press out the fringes to leave them 
quite tall and compact. Glue into 
place.

Flower 7 (x3): Use 2mm white 
paper. Wind six 7cm lengths and 
place into the 6mm holes. Glue to 
make loose coils then pinch 
to eye shapes. Wind three 
8cm lengths and place in the 
7mm holes. Glue these to 
make loose coils and pinch 
to teardrops. Make the flow-
ers up onto the panel as 
shown with a teardrop in 
the centre and an eye shape 
at each side.

Flower 8 (x2): Make two white centres from 5cm
lengths of 2mm paper, wind to a tight peg and glue.
Stick these onto the panel. Wind ten petals from 8cm
lengths of 2mm pale yellow. Place into 7mm holes,
glue into loose coils and pinch to a teardrop. Arrange
around the white centre with the points in as shown.

1
2

3

4
5

6

6

6

7
8

7

3

Actual Size



Beside The Seaside
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR149P White Diamonds on Cyan.

Centura Pearl Card: CNT139CA4 Fresh Blue.

Stardream Paper: STD24PA4 Crystal White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL705U-03 Wording, XL500U-03 Borders,
XL582U-03 Leaves and XL584U-03 Vases (for waste pieces).

Stickles Glitter Glue: STK024 Stardust.

Card Mount: SF09V-66 Creative Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use the narrow border stickers to
add a line down the two side edges 
of the square. Now add a narrow line
down the centre of the square, then 
another halfway between this and the
outer one on each side. 

Using narrow borders again, work
the diagonal panes, begin with the one
going from the bottom left corner to 
the top right corner and trim neatly to
the edges. Working out from this centre

These pretty beach huts and neat lighthouse are perfect for
summer birthdays, new home cards or would make great beach
party invites.

Trace the outline of the lighthouse on the following page.
Place the left edge of the tracing along the fold on the card,
(the bottom edge of the tracing will be sloped). Carefully cut to
the outline (except along the fold) going through both panels 
of the card. Cut a 38mm square from crystal white paper and
stick onto the cutaway light section near the top of the card. 

Cut a 25mm deep strip of blue diamond paper going across
(not down) the sheet. Stick one end of the strip along the bottom
edge of the card, then trim both sides to the card. Do the same
along the top of the body of the lighthouse, then add a third strip
in the centre between these.

Add a medium width border to the top and bottom of each 
diamond paper panel, except along the bottom edge of the card.
Add a medium border onto the top edge of the crystal white
square (not above it).
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BEACH HUT CARDS:

at the centre of the top edge and
cut the roof to a point.

The doors are 9 x 30mm, cut
so there is a dark stripe at each
side then matted onto white.

The two outer huts use bor-
ders from the XL170 sheet for 
the roof lines. For the first, cut
along the centre of the border
and use one half at each side.
The last one uses the waste from
between the borders.

Finally, decorate with stickers
as shown, using tiny glitter dots
for the door handles and larger
ones at the point of each roof, the
centre of these can be coloured
using lumocolour pens if desired.

Actual Size

You will need: Creative Paper: CPA003 Mixed Pastel Stripes and 
Scraps of SR195P Blue/White Dots paper and Pale Blue Card. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Borders, XL170U-02 Chain Border, 
XL317U-02 Leaves, XL462U-02 Flowers, XL582U-02 Ferns, XL285U-
02 Love Wording, XL652U-02 New Home, ZL621U-82 Large Flowers 
and ZL538U-82 Small Flowers. Plus a Blue Gem and Silver Thread.

Card Mounts: SF03V-66 Hemp White (single hut) and SF04U-45 
Hammer White (three huts).

For the single hut card, draw an 80 x 135mm oblong onto the back 
of the blue pastel striped paper with the stripes going across the width. 
Make a pencil mark at the centre along the top edge and draw a faint 
line across the oblong at 40mm down from the top. Mark along the 
bottom edge at 14mm from each corner. Use a ruler to make the hut 
shape inside the oblong lining up on the marks. 

Cut a 70 x 70mm square of white card and cut 
the 7mm wide ‘L’ shape roof piece from one corner. 
Glue the hut onto the card and sticky fix the roof.

Cut a 40 x 90mm door with the stripes going up 
and down, then punch a 25mm hole towards the top 
as shown. Peel a large glitter flower in the style shown, hold it over 
the blue dots paper and align it so one dot is right in the centre of 

the flower and all of the sur-
rounding eight dots fit neatly 
behind a petal, see picture 
above (approx. actual size). Cut
the paper to about 30mm square
and stick it behind the punched
hole in the door so the flower
shows through. Matt the door
onto white card and trim to leave
a 2mm border around the top 
and sides only, then stick onto
the hut.

Decorate the hut with peel-off
stickers as shown making a sign
from pale blue and white card
with silver thread to hang it from.

The three huts card is very sim-
ple to make. Each hut is cut from
a 28mm x 60mm oblong of strip-
ed paper. Mark a line at 25mm
from the top, make a small mark

line, add the rest of the diagonals. Always start placing these at the 
top or bottom edge of the light housing (not at the sides), at one of 
the inner upright lines, this will ensure perfect spacing. 

Use the diagram to cut an extra roof from the blue pearl card. Edge
this roof with medium sticker lines and add to card using sticky fixers.

Each vase on the sticker sheet has a waste oval at the top of the
neck, the doors and windows are made from these. Choose medium
size ovals for the windows, cut them in half and stick onto the light-
house. Choose a large oval for the door, cut to size and stick in place.
Use a tiny silver sticker dot for the handle and a large one at the top
point. Add the wording and fern leaves as bushes along the bottom
edge. Use a little stickles glitter on the ‘light’ to give it some sparkle.



Summer Delights
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR148P Diamonds, SR194P Dotty,
SR200P Candy Stripes and SR005P Random Green.

Creative Borders: CB037P Hearts & Flowers.

White Card and Scrap of Black Card.

10mm Punto Ribbon: MTR18-61 Mint Green.

7mm Organza Ribbon MTR14-69 Dark green.

Paper Punch: PPW119 25mm Circle.

White Tags with String x 2.

Green Florists Wire: FLW01 and Large Green Paperclip.

Green Eyelet and Yellow/Green Brads.

1cm Cream Buttons and 2cm Cream Paper/Silk Flower.

Card Mount: SF08U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

These bright papers make colourful cards, bookmarks and
marker pins. If you want to try them in different colours, buy
the 4” x 12” mixed colour paper packs, they are great value.

9cm length of florists wire and bend to a
rough zig-zag shape as shown. Position and
glue the flower pieces onto the card.

Cover the bottom of one tag with diamond
paper and the other with stripe paper, round-
ing the corners to match the tag shape. Add a
piece of the daisy border to each as shown 

and add the brads through the holes. 
Glue onto the card in the posi-
ions shown. Tie a bow from or-

ganza ribbon and glue in place 
over the strings of the tags.

Print ‘with love’ onto white card, 
cut out and matt onto black card 
with a 2mm edge. Stick onto the 

card in the position shown.

Cut a piece of diamond paper to fit the
width of the card leaving about 2mm of
white showing at each side. Trim to 135mm
deep and stick in place at 2mm from the 
top of the card.

Cut a piece of stripe paper to fit below 
the diamond paper leaving 2mm of card
showing at the sides and lower edge. Add a
strip of punto ribbon to cover the join. Apply
a green daisy border close to the fold line,
trimming the ends to match the paper.

Use random green paper for the flower.
Draw four rough pencil circles, descending 
in size, on the back of the paper approx.
45mm, 40mm, 35mm and 30mm diameter.
Now following the pencil lines, rip the circles
out. Scrunch up each circle and then flatten. 

Position the circles on top of each other 
in size order and punch a small hole through
the centre of them all. Push the shank of 
the button through the hole and glue on the
back to secure. You can use a button with
holes instead if you prefer and simply stitch
it into place on the centre of the flower.

Rip two rough leaf shapes from the same
paper, scrunch and flatten as before. Cut a
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TO MAKE THE BOOKMARK & PIN:

NEW HOME:

This card is a great example of a design made 
simply using paper and card, with no extra embellish-
ments. If you chose to buy the creative papers in 
4” x 12” packs (CPA023 for the diamonds), you will
already have the other colour papers in the set. The
card is DEC3U-35 Black.

Cover the front panel of the card with blue dia-
mond paper leaving an edge of card showing all
around. Cut a shorter piece of pink diamond paper 
to the same width, rip into a rough hill shape as
shown and glue into place.

Cut a 40mm square of orange diamond for the
house, a 50mm triangle from green for the roof and 
a 15mm pink square for the chimney. 

Use the coloured papers to doodle flower shapes,
and a heart for the house using black pen and
roughly cut around them. Make a slightly larger 
orange flower to go over the roof of the house. 

Print out the wording from the computer and matt
onto black card.

Now you have all the pieces, assemble them onto
the card as shown and glue into place when you are
happy with the arrangement. All that’s left to do is to
doodle around all the shapes, and inside the edges 
of the blue and pink panels.

Cut strips of card & paper as follows: 40 x 190mm
white card, 35 x 185mm stripe paper and 35 x 165mm
dotty paper. Round off all the corners then matt the
stripe paper centrally onto the white card. 

Fold the corner of the dotty paper down as shown
(previous page) and set a brad into the corner of the
folded piece. Glue this piece onto 
the stripe paper aligning the bottom 
and side edges exactly. Add a green 
daisy border at about 25mm from 
the bottom of the bookmark.

Make a layered flower from dotty 
paper circles exactly as before and 
glue onto the bookmark overlapping 
at the top edge. 

My marker pins can be used as 
page markers or like normal paper 
clips, but they look so much prettier. 
Cut two 50mm squares from white 
card and cover with diamond paper. 

Place the squares together with 
the white sides in, hold firmly and cut 
with shaped scissors (if you do them 
separately they won’t match), the fin-
ished square should be about 30mm.

Punch a 25mm circle from dotty 
paper and glue onto one of the 
squares. Then glue a paper/silk 
flower set with an eyelet on top, a 
punched flower will do if you don’t 
have anything more fancy. 

Cover the white side of the plain square with quite
a lot of glue, place the top half of the paper clip into
the square and add the decorated square on top, 

hold very firmly in place while the glue 
dries to complete the marker pin.

This blue set is made in a very similar 
way, with a change of embellishments to 
felt flowers and creative images. 

Push the brads, for hanging the pictures,
through the diamond paper before sticking it 

to the card, then make up as before.



Country Kitchen
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR251P Sweet Recipes,
SR253P, SR254P, SR255P Kitchen Papers
and SR257P Green Canvas.

Creative Images: 
CIM525A and CIM527A Kitchen Stickers.

Card: CRE04CA4 Creative Cover Dk Brown,
CNT136CA4 Centura Pearl Fresh White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL781U-01 Ring Binders.

Ribbons: MTR39-51 Gold Satin, MTR46-66
Moss Green and MTR47-66 Moss Green.

Brown Stamp Pad, Ink or Chalk.

Card Mount: HG03U-56 Textura Ivory.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Combining these Vintage papers with ring
binder stickers gives the design a pretty ‘note-
book’ look. The creative images with red and
blue borders are designed to match perfectly
with the red and blue canvas papers in this set.

Approx. Actual Size

To make the left hand panel, cut a piece of brown
card to 105mm x 190mm, a piece of the kitchen motif
paper (SR253P) to 70mm x 185mm and green canvas
to 35mm x 185mm. 

Stick the kitchen paper to the right of the brown
panel with a 2mm border showing at the three edges.
Stick the green canvas paper to the left of the brown
panel, leaving a 2mm brown border showing, it will
overlap the motif paper by about 4mm. 

Place a strip of 15mm green ribbon at the edge of
the green canvas panel along the join, take the ends
to the back of the brown panel and stick in place.
Stick the whole panel to the card leaving a narrow
border of cream showing and add the spiral border 
to the left edge of the panel as shown (below).

Cut a new brown panel to 110mm x 140mm and
green canvas to 105mm x 135mm. 
Matt these together with 
the green on top.

Cut a recipe page from 
the main sheet and tear 
around the edges to make 
it roughly fit the panel. 

Fold or scrunch up the 
recipe and flatten it out so 

it looks a bit crumpled and used, then ink the edges
and some of the creases in brown ink or chalk. 

Stick the recipe to the panel and add the narrow
green ribbon over the right edge as shown, taking 
the ends to the back and sticking securely as before.
Use sticky fixers to mount the panel to the right of 
the card about 8mm from the top and right edges.
Add the spiral border to the left edge of the panel.

Trace the apron and pocket lines (top of next page),
transfer these to the flower paper and cut out. Stick
each piece to the canvas paper and cut to leave a
2mm green border all around both of them.

Add the gold ribbon for the apron strings and neck,
you can make these all from one piece, taping on the
back as you shape it, or cut it into three pieces and
tape the ends on the back. 

Stick the apron onto brown card and cut to leave a
very narrow brown border showing behind the green
paper edge.
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SEE MORE CARDS LIKE THIS:

Visit our online card gallery to see lots more kitchen
collection cards and other ideas at: 
www.flickr.com/photos/craftcreations

Make a pencil from a cocktail stick cut to 3cm
long. Cut a 10mm x 25mm piece of green can-
vas paper, cover the back with double sided
tape, lay the pencil on and roll up to stick. Colour
the nib and the flat end using the stamp pad.

Approx. Actual Size

Actual Size

Stick the top page onto the others aligning as 
before. Fold the back piece forward over the other
page tops to complete the pad. Add a spiral border
onto the top of the pad with the loops off the top
edge (see photo below left). Turn the pad over and
add another spiral border to the back, matching the
loops so it’s no longer sticky.

Place these on the apron and add the pocket over
them in the position shown, centring it from side to
side. Stick it by the curved bottom edge only. Doing 
it this way ensures the pocket doesn’t sit too flat for
the items to fit into it. Use sticky fixers on the left
edge and a little tape on the right to fix the apron into
place on the card.

Stick one large and two medium image stickers
onto white pearl card and cut to leave a 2mm border
all around. Ink the edges using the brown pad and
stick into place on the card as shown (main photo).
Use a single layer of sticky fixers for the large image
and stacks of two pads for the two smaller ones.

Bring the apron strings across the card as shown
and use little pieces of double sided tape to hold
them in place. 

I have added gold ‘stitching’ along the bottom of
the pocket simply using the middles from a loopy
border sticker (XL780U).

5mm 5mm - Front Piece
10mm

Make a little notepad as follows, using 
the small creative images that have brown 
borders. Stick three images to the back of 
a piece of wording paper (SR255P). Cut 
along the bottom and sides of the sticker 
lines, leaving just the top paper long. Trim 
the paper at the tops of two of them (in-
cluding the one you want for the front of 
the notebook) to 5mm long. Trim the last 
paper top to 10mm long. 

Place the image with the long top on the table with
the image upwards and cover the 10mm strip with
double sided tape. Peel the backing and place the
middle page over this, line up the images so the top
paper sticks to the tape. Add a piece of double sided
tape to the paper at the top of this page.
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

Bee-Happy
By Christine Robinson

Trace the outer daisy shape from the diagram. Fold 
the card blank and place the tracing onto it so that 
the flower fits within the card, not against the fold line. 
Transfer the lines and cut out going through both layers 
to make two separate flower shapes. Place these to one side 
for later.

Trace the bee shape (outline only), cut three bees from the re-
maining white card and six from the gold glitter vinyl. Cut a 10cm
length of green organza ribbon and stick one end onto a white
card bee using double sided tape. 

Cut two 8cm lengths of white ribbon, fold each piece in half
and stick one onto each side of the card bee to make the wings.
Stick a vinyl bee over the ribbon on each side. Use the wide black
borders to make three stripes down each side of the bee, trim-
ming the ends to the body. Stick an eye on each side using clear
glue (ADH01).

Make two more bees in the same way, vary the lengths of the 
green ribbon to 14cm for the next bee and 20cm for the last 
one so will they will hang at different heights from the petals.

Cut a 14cm length of the green ribbon and fold to make a loop. 
Place the two card daisies together so you know which are the 
inside surfaces then stick the loop onto the inside petal of either
daisy in the position shown by the ‘x’. 

Stick the ends of 
the ribbons attached 
to the bees onto the 

lower three petals of 
this daisy, so the bees 
are at different heights 
as shown in the photo. 

Stick the two card dai-
sies together, misaligning

them slightly so you can see the two lay-
ers, this will give the flower more depth.

This pretty flower card comes complete with bees
and can be pinned or sticky tacked in front of a win-
dow where it will move in any available breeze.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR194P White Dots On Green.

Bright Yellow Card: KA016CA4.

Handmade Paper: HND01A4 White x 2.

Creative Die-Cut Banners: 
CDS100G Blank Gold/White.

Peel Off Stickers: 
XL563U-01 & XL809U-01 Letters, XL714U-03 
Borders and ZL774U-51 Gem Dots.

Glitter Vinyl: PZL00U-51 Gold.

Goggle Eyes: ACC035.

7mm Organza Ribbon: MTR14-66 Moss x 1m.

25mm Organza Ribbon: MTR48-00 White x 0.5m.

Greeting Card Box: BOX47-Lid and Base.

Card Mount: SF01V-70 Creative Value Smooth
White or A4 White Card folded in half.
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xActual Size

Place two pieces of handmade paper
back to back with the right sides in (or fold
a piece to make two layers) and cut out 
two paper daisies.

Lightly fold along each paper petal as
shown by the lines on the diagram, these
won’t stay folded but will keep a hint of
shaping. Without lining up too carefully,
stick a paper daisy onto each side of the
card daisy by it’s centre only. 

Trace and cut two centres for the flowers
from the yellow card and, making sure you
have both outsides facing up, place a row
of gem dots all around each shape close to
the edge. Add another row inside this, and
another inside that until each card is filled.
Stick these onto the centre of each side of
the daisy using sticky fixer pads.

Use the peel-off letters to add the word-
ing to the banners, mine say ‘Bee Happy’
on one side and ‘Happy Birthday’ on the
other, attach the banners to the card with
sticky fixers.

TO MAKE THE BOX:

This card is best presented in 
a pretty box to save the ribbon 
getting creased up. Cover the 
box lid using the green dot paper then 
fold both the lid and base as usual. Cut a paper daisy 
and yellow centre as before. Add your choice of wording to
the banner and stick the daisy to the top of the lid.

Cut a 120mm x 120mm square
from yellow card and 100mm x
100mm from white card or paper.
Layer these together and stick
into the inside of the lid of the
box to write your greeting onto.

Left: If you prefer to make a 
standard card, just cut two paper
daisy layers and one card layer,
all the same way around. Layer
them as before and add a couple
of bees in the same way, sticking
the tops of the short ribbons to
the back of the card petals.



Summer Scene
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR019P Sky, SR005P Pale
Green, SR006P Deep Green, SR013P Tree
Bark, SR016P Flowers, SR053P Buttercups,
SR054P Daisies, SR071P Green Texture,
SR097P Rainbow and SR055P Butterflies.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Tracing Paper and Carbon Paper.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Borders and
XL237U-01 Wording.

Card Mounts: SF06U-45 Hammer White and
DF06U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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Diagram 1: Fold card 1 in a zig-zag style and 
cut through all the layers to leave a 15mm bor-
der around all four edges. Cut the front panel 
of card 2 in the same way as shown. 

Diagram 1 & 2: Work onto the inside back panel of card 2 as follows, using the colour key for the papers.
Cover the top 6cm of panel ‘K’ with sky paper. Trace the various hills as shown. Turn the tracing over and use

the carbon paper to transfer each
hill to the back of the creative pa-
pers, making sure you cut each
piece at least deep enough to fit
behind the hill in front, without
any edges showing. 

Diagram 2: Place the hill pieces
‘B’ and ‘C’ onto the diagram, glue
together where they overlap only.
Add hill ‘D’ gluing into place be-
hind the first two. Add piece ‘E’,
the small piece ‘F’, then ‘G’ and
‘H’, and finally the back hill ‘F’
gluing them together as you go.
Stick these hills to panel ‘K’.

Diagram 3: Trace the grass
panel. Cut a 270 x 50mm strip of
buttercup paper from the sheet
and fold in half with the white
showing. Transfer the tracing 
to the paper and cut out going
through both layers. Cut apart on
the fold so you have two pieces.

Diagram 1: Cut a piece of ac-
etate to 135mm square. Stick the
grass pieces, one to each side of
the acetate, along the bottom 
as shown (L). Stick this acetate

Diagram 4
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SR019PA

SR071PH

SR013PJ

SR006PF

SR005PG

SR016PD

SR097PE

SR054PC 

SR053PB

Diagram 4: Stick the two trunks together, back to
back then lay this over the diagram. Add all the leafy
tops in the order shown by the red numbers. Turn the
whole tree over and assemble the other side onto this
using the same sequence of numbers. This will make
quite a sturdy tree, stick it firmly to the front of the
card, only using glue or double sided tape where the
tree overlaps the border or it will show on the back. 

Add a peel off border around the aperture on the
front panel cutting it a couple of millimetres away
from each part of the tree (see main photo). Add the
wording sticker to the corner of the card.

Decorate the middle panel with butterflies cut from
SR055P, or cut/punch tiny butterflies (use black pen
for the markings) and flowers using the pink/mauve
areas of the rainbow paper or from mulberry paper,
and scatter them among the printed buttercups.

A

H

H
H

F

F

G

D
E

C

B

Diagram 2 - Actual Size

B

Diagram 3 - Actual Size

L. Acetate

K

L. Acetate

M. Acetate

Diagram 1

Card 2

Card 1

panel onto the end 
flap of card 1 as 
shown, then stick 
the aperture panel 
from card 2 over it.

Diagram 1: Cut an-
other piece of acetate 
to 135mm square and 
stick between the two 
panels of card 1 as 
shown (M). You will 
now have one zig-zag 
card with 2 acetate 
panels.

Diagram 4: Trace the tree
parts and transfer them to
the back of the relevant 
papers. Turn the tracing
over and do the same 
again so you have pairs 
of each shape which will
make a double sided tree. 



21st CenturyPressings
By Denise Stirrup
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How exciting to read Joy Ginger’s article in a re-
cent Craft Creations magazine (issue 63) about her
life with pressed flowers. 

As President of The Pressed Flower Guild, I am de-
lighted with the revival of pressed flowers as a pas-
time, due mainly to the modern methods of pressing
which allows us to use the pressed material in just a
few days. 

2

3

1

These include using the microwave press, air dry
method or desiccant pads and variations of these
methods. We can still prepare the material in the tra-
ditional way (plywood boards containing newspaper
and blotting paper layers) or a phone book, and in
our centrally heated homes they may be ready to use
in a week or two.

The quicker the flowers are pressed the better the
colour retention - larkspur, forget me nots, butter-
cups, daisies and hydrangeas all press well. With 

experience
flowers such as
bluebells and
hyacinths may
be pressed but
they do create
more of 

a challenge. Once dry, the plant material should be
stored in a dry, dark drawer, ideally each type of
flower in a separate film fronted bag, named and
dated for easy retrieval. 

There is usually a change in colour once the mois-
ture is removed and this is more noticeable in some
flowers than others.

When using your pressed flowers to make a greet-
ings card, try Craft Creations creative linen or ham-
mer effect cards for an attractive background texture.
A small amount of glue (a rubber based one will not
reintroduce moisture into the material) will secure the
plant material in place prior to sealing to prevent its
deterioration. An iron-on film is the easiest to use. 

The photo of members at a recent conference
workshop (top left) shows some careful work being 

done with tuition from a senior Guild member. 

At another workshop members used 
their bolder and larger flowers, then 

sealed the card and then added lines 
with a relief outliner to give the 
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Morgan’s recent Silver Award work (4). Once the
Gold Award is gained, members may still improve
their work by gaining a series of Proficiency Awards. 

Anne Jones’ design (5) was made for the “Small is
Beautiful” Proficiency Award. It is an interpretation of
a Jacobean design and measures 11.5 x 7.5cm. This
style of work was popular in the first quarter of the
17th Century. Anne’s picture comprises many differ-
ent flowers, astrantia, scaevola, forget me nots etc.,
attached to a main stem of coltsfoot.

My Peacock design (6) was made for the Profi-
ciency award, “A bird with a background of flowers”.
The work measures 25 x 30cm. Worked on a black
satin background, the tree is made up of pieces of
birch bark with elderflowers and davallia leaves.
Melilot grows at the base of the tree. The peacock’s
feathers are 
made from 
nicandra seed 

appearance of a stained 
glass window (two ex-
amples are shown). 

Card making is very 
popular at present and 
to be able to say you not 
only made the card, but 
grew and pressed the 
flowers also, will make it 
even more appreciated
by the recipient.

The background colour is important. For maxi-
mum impact use a colour that is on the opposite 
side of the colour wheel. The wheel contains six of 
the seven colours of 
the rainbow (it does 
not include indigo) 
positioned in a circle 
so that red is oppo-
site green, yellow 
opposite purple 
and blue opposite 
orange. Using adja-
cent colours on the 
wheel will give a 
softer effect. 

My “Art Nouveau” 
card (1) used roses, 
clematis sprigs and 
bryony tendrils to in-
terpret an Art Nouveau design popular at the end of 
the 19th century. Other items may be made using 
pressed flowers, for example; keyrings, decorated
boxes, bookmarks and more. 

Margherita Dove used a deckled edged card to 
frame her vase of flowers (2) which was made using a
pretty mix of flowers including hydrangea, larkspur,
verbena, heuchera, alyssum and Queen Anne’s lace. 

The gerbera used for the paperweight (3) was
pressed petal-by-petal with the centre on a separate
page of the press, and then reassembled when dry.

The Pressed Flower Guild aims to improve the
standard of pressed flower work by arranging teach-
ing sessions, seminars and conferences, for mem-
bers around the UK. They may work for a series of
awards if they wish. See the photograph of Sandra 

5
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heads with lighter green euphorbia 
bracts between and cornflowers 
tucked in mainly at the sides. The tails 
are brunnera stems with small buds at-
tached. The breast is potentilla petals 
and the neck and head a delphinium petal. 
The crown is made up of stamens from an alstromeria.

Framing of pictures for awards must be to the Guild “ap-
proved” method. This ensures that the picture has maximum
air excluded. Work is done on satin or silk fabric and pressed
against the glass with a layer of foam behind the fabric for
maximum contact. 

In the Winter Land-
scape (7), Joan Newton 
has painted the silk 
background, then 
added leaves for the 
hills, boat and shore. 
The tree is a flower 
root, washed, dried 
and then pressed.

Carolyn Foster’s 
“miniature garden” (8) is 
11.5 x 9cm and shows 
particularly intricate 
work, all done with pressed flowers. Her “basket of 
flowers” (9) is 16.5 x 11.5cm, the basket is made from 
layers of phormium tenax leaves, 
and her “vase of flowers” (10) at 
10cm in diameter, was designed 
onto a fabric background and 
mounted into a Framecraft© 
circular frame.

12

The snowdrops (11) by Jenny Man-
ning, are on a black card background,
so that they show up nicely. Jenny’s
bookmark (12) is made using pink
pearlescent card. The butterflies are
punched from leaves and petals. 

My Oriental Window (13) has a
frame of banana skin and “curtains” of
Virginia creeper leaves. Other petals
and leaves were used to create the
mountains, shadows and people.

Stonehenge (14) is also by me, 
and is made of pressed banana skin with pressed
aubergine for the foreground. The sun is a piece of
pressed grapefruit skin and the sky is made up of
various colours of petals.

Local groups meet regularly for practice days.
Some groups do a communal Craft Creations order
to keep well stocked with blank cards, envelopes 
and cellophane bags. 

Members also benefit from receiving a quarterly
magazine, and an email group caters for all members
if they wish to join it - particularly useful if a member
cannot attend a group. 

The Guild attends many craft and flower shows.
Members on the stand demonstrate our modern
methods of pressing and using the flowers. Visitors to
the stand may make a keyring with pressed flowers
to take home. If you would like us to have a stand at
your show please contact us.

For more information about The Pressed Flower
Guild, go to: www.pressedflowerguild.org.uk 
or contact Denise Stirrup 01275 332912.



Totally Tropical
By Amanda Dray
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Parchment Paper x 2 A4: TR005A4.

Felt Tipped Pens in Orange, Yellow, Red, 
Light and Dark Brown and Mixed Greens.

Silver Ink or Marker Pen.

Bold and Fine Parchment Grids.

Fine Embossing Tool.

Embossing and Piercing Mats.

Single and Twin Needle Tools.

Parchment Scissors or Snips.

Coloured Card For Card Mount: KA002CA4.

OUTER LAYER - A:

The parchment wraps around the fold to cover the
back of the card (for both A and B), with a silver bor-
der all around the edge. 

There is not enough space to show the complete
back panel on the diagram, but it needs to be at least
105mm wide from the red dotted line as shown. 

Lay the magazine as flat as possible (tape it to the
worktop with masking tape if necessary), then stick a
piece of plain white paper to the left of ‘A’ and draw
the panel lines to guide you. 

I would suggest that you do the colouring in sec-
tions over a few hours, allowing the ink to dry thor-
oughly so the leaves and petals don’t bleed into one
another. Work the colouring as follows. 

Secure the parchment over pattern ‘A’ using mask-
ing tape. Colour the flowers first, use red in the centre

Ferns and flowers, and warm summer showers...
which will you do, one card or two?

This card has two parchment layers, the top one
being cut away to reveal parts of the lower. Either
layer will make a beautiful card used on it’s own.

A B
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and graduate the shades through orange to yellow by
quickly blending the colours together on the paper as
you work towards the tip of the petals. Use a bit of
red and orange to emphasise the shadows where the
petals overlap. 

Continue down the stem of the flower using the
same colours for a short way then blend into green
as you work towards the base. Colour the stamens
using dark and light brown, and orange.

A

B

Draw around the leaves and stems of the ferns
using medium green and then fill in with the various
shades of green, making the older leaves darker and
the younger, smaller leaves lighter in colour.

When these are all dry add a fine spine along the
centre of each leaf and emphasise the flower petals
by drawing around parts of them and down their 
middles in light brown and orange. Colour the border
in silver gel pen or ink.

Actual Size
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INNER LAYER - B:

A LITTLE EXTRA SOMETHING:

Open out, and using parchment scissors or snips,
carefully cut the excess paper away from the border
along the outer of the two rows of holes, and along
the single row of holes around the plants (see en-
larged photo above). Keep this layer aside for later.

Remove from the pattern and place on a piercing
mat. Use the fine grid with a double needle tool to
carefully pierce a double row of holes around the
outer edge of the back panel and both inside and 
out of the triangle on the front panel. Use the fine 
single needle tool to pierce a row of holes around all
the fern leaves, flower petals and stems.

Place the work face down, score a fold line down
the centre of the silver border and fold (red lines). 

Remove the border you drew for ‘A’ from the 
magazine, turn it around and use it to extend the
back panel of ‘B’ instead. Place the parchment over
‘B’ and colour the design in the same way as card
‘A’, including the silver borders then remove from 
the pattern.

Place the design face down on a bold flexi grid,
make sure the grid is neatly in line with the straight
silver border and secure in place with masking tape.
Using a small ball embossing tool, emboss every hole
in between the leaves and 
petals within the triangle of 
silver border lines.

Remove from grid and 
pierce the holes around the 
edges as before, but not 
inside the triangle. Score 
and fold the design.

Secure the ‘A’ design in-
side ‘B’ using a little tape 
or glue at the fold only. The 
cut away areas on the outer 
layer will allow the grid and 
the inner layer to show, and 
it will look like a whole host 
of pretty plants.

Cut the yellow card to 
200 x 210mm and fold 
to make a 100 x 210 card 
blank. Stick the two de-
signs together onto the 
card by the fold only. 

Actual Size

This little design can be used to make a small card
or a bookmark, presented on a card as shown below.

Fix the parchment over the diagram and colour the
flowers and leaves as described for the main design.
Colour the frame and draw in the lines using a sil-
ver pen and ruler, break the lines at the flowers and
leaves and continue between them as shown. 

Pierce a double row of dots around the outside of
the silver frame. Pierce a single line of holes along
both sides of each silver grid line, the inside of the
frame between the lines and around all the flowers
and leaves.

Cut along the outer row of holes around the frame
as before. Cut along the single rows of holes within
the frame to remove the waste pieces.

I have mounted the tag over some painted paper
(see parchment butterfly in issue 64 for instructions)
then presented it over yellow and orange card. The
tassel is made from a selection of wool, ribbon, cord
and thread in the right sort of colours. Plait these to-
gether then add a large bead at each end. Tie a knot
to keep the beads in place.

The tag is held onto the card using slots so it can
easily be removed 
without damage.



Magical Unicorn
By Wendy Kilbourn
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the unicorn and all the individual shaped
pieces within it. Note: If using A4 card folded in half
or A4 printed creative card, trace to the dotted lines
only as these are slightly narrower than the card
blank.

This friendly little unicorn is per-
fect for a baby or a small child 
with a love of all things magical. 
This would also make a beauti-
ful baby’s first Christmas card 
using Christmas patchwork
paper and a bit of extra glitter.

Creative Paper: SR075P Patchwork 
Birthday and SR072P Pink Texture.

Shimmer Paper: SHM04A4 Pink. 

Parche Marque Paper: PAM01PA4 Pale Green.

Scraps of Black and White Paper.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL405U-02 Numbers, 
XL058U-02 Letters and XL670U-02 
Wording.

Paper Punches: PPW503 Flower and 
PPU174 Single Hole Punch.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Creative Smooth White.
Place the tracing on the folded card with the top

along the fold line as shown and transfer just the out-
line to the card.

Carefully cut the unicorn shape from the card
going through both layers, Cut the white sections
away at the fold line but don’t cut the small sections
of unicorn that touch the line as they are used to fold
the card. Use a knife and ruler on the legs and the
lower banner to keep them straight and neat.

Transfer all the shapes within the unicorn to the rel-
evant papers. The mane, forelock, tail and legs go 
onto pink texture paper. The body and head go 

onto the patchwork paper, placing the 
tracing over any bits of pattern that 
you particularly want to show. The 
horn is cut from shimmer paper and 
the banners from the pale green 
paper. Cut all these pieces out.

Stick the pink paper layers and 
horn into place on the card. Add the 

two green banners then the patchwork 
body and head.

Punch a white flower for the eye. Punch a black
dot for the eyeball and 2 more for the nostrils. Care-

fully cut a little mouth from the black paper or use 
a 15mm hole punch then punch across the 

circle to make a crescent shape. 

Add the number for the child’s birthday and the 
wording to the banners. You can easily person-

alise the message by including the child’s name.
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Folded Card Blank

Actual Size

VARIATIONS:

Left (previous page): This version uses the patchwork paper 
with boys images and blue texture paper (SR076P & SR073P). 
The eyelash is a punched starburst cut in half over a 15mm white cir-
cle. I’ve drawn twists on the horn with a pencil (for both variations).

Right: A pretty option for Christmas is to cut the unicorn from 
a folded sheet of grey scroll card (CRC111P). Cut the banner 
shapes from lilac paper (SR044P) for this version, and use silver 
glitter board (GB02A4) for all the other pieces.



Ballet Beauty
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Centura Pearl Card: CNT138CA4 Fresh Pink.

White Card: REG02A4.

Peel Off Stickers: XL704U-08 Corners, 
XL554U-08 Hearts, XL462U-08 Flowers and
XL147U-08 Corners (for the waste shapes).

Satin Ribbon: MTR39-10 Rose 3mm and 
MTR38-10 Rose 6mm.

Polyfoam Rose: FLW26-20 Pink.

Fabric Hearts: PFS43 Pink.

Seed Beads: BEA06 Pink.

Fine Pink Tulle and a Scrap of Pink Satin.

Clear Glitter Glue.

Card Mount DEC1C-136 Centura Fresh White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the bodice (white area only) from the dia-
gram below, transfer the lines to white card and cut
out. Gently curve the card using a scissor blade or
just between your fingers.

UHU glue (ADH01) is a good choice for this proj-
ect. Place a tiny dab of glue onto the front of the
bodice and stick a piece of satin over it. This will just
hold it in place while you trim the fabric to about
8mm or so larger than the bodice as shown below. 

Fold in half again and trim the open edge of the
shape to an arc as shown above. 

Lay the circles onto scrap paper and lightly brush
over them with clear glitter glue to add sparkle. Once
dry, place them together, one on top of the other. 

Make a 30mm circle of tacking stitches at the cen-
tre going through all layers and leaving the thread
ends long and unfastened. Pick up and pinch the
centre of the discs, pulling the threads tightly to form
a lump in the middle. Tie firmly then take the ends
around the lump a couple of times, pull tightly again
(this will help shape the skirt) then tie off the ends. 

Folded Corner

O
pen Edge

Open Corner Fold Again

Folded Corner

Folded Edge

Run a line of glue along this edge of fabric and fold
around the card, pressing firmly in place to stick. 

Cut three 130mm circles of tulle netting. The net-
ting can be quite difficult to cut into neat circles. If
you have problems, cut three 130mm squares. Fold
each square into quarters. 

Actual Size
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VARIATION:

This simpler design uses a slightly coarser tulle for
the skirt, without any glitter added. The bodice has
sticky backed gems rather than beads.

Trim just the top edge from the gathered part of 
the net, not too close to the stitching. Add a dab or
two of glue onto the back of the bodice and stick the
top of the net onto it as shown. Roll the bodice and
glue the ends to hold.

Decorate the front of the bodice with little waste
shapes from the ornate corner sheet (XL147U). Use
this picture (above centre) as a guide to which pieces
to use. Glue the little beads in place. 

the panel, then add the hearts in between the bor-
ders, taking them over the edge as before. Mount the
white onto the pink panel using sticky fixers then add
them onto the card using sticky fixers again.

Use a small corner sticker in each corner of the
card, placing them about 3mm in from the edges. 

Place a wavy line, taken from the ornate corner
waste, in the centre top and bottom of the card,
about 2mm from the edge. Now add a little flourish,
taken from the waste again, about 1cm from each
end of the lines. Using this arrangement of lines and
flourishes, add one to each side of the card at the 
top and at the bottom.

Tie a bow from the wide pink ribbon and stick to
the top left corner, Remove the sepals and the stem
from the rose and stick just the flower over the bow.
Place two satin hearts on the right corner to balance
the flower. Sprinkle the whole background of the 
card with the little hearts to complete.

Approx. Actual Size

Trim Top Of Net

Actual Size

Trace the slipper 
shape and trans-
fer to white card 
twice. Cover the 
backs with double sided tape then, using 6mm wide
ribbon, begin at the back of the heel and stick the
edge of the ribbon to the tape with most of the rib-
bon to the top. Take the ribbon all around the sole
and overlap a little at the back, cut and stick the end
behind the overlap to keep it in place. 

Glue the top edge of the ribbon to the front of the
slipper and glue or stitch a pink bead in place. 

Add the 3mm wide ribbon ties, one to each (inside)
side of each slipper, use a dab of glue to hold them in
place. Glue the slippers to the card, twirl the ribbons
and glue to the card in a couple of places.

Print a message onto a piece of white card, add a
little peel-off flower beneath the wording and trim to 
a neat panel. For my panel I used Edwardian Script at
about 17pt, the panel is 22mm x 52mm but the size
of panel and wording can vary to suit your greeting.

Use the hearts from inside the heart border to 
decorate the edge of the panel, place the tips of the
hearts over the edge of the panel to create frilly look-
ing borders (see photo above right).

Cut a piece of pink card to 5mm larger than the
white. Place a small white corner into each corner of

Approx. Actual Size
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Above: Joyce McBain, Cheshire.
A football card with pre-printed card shapes 
and a foiled wording panel. The background is
created from woven strips of green card and 
red sequin waste.

Below: Veronica Packham, Surrey.
This card is based on the art of ‘Iris
Folding’. I cut the image of the sailing
boat into a piece of Stardream card,
and used pieces of creative paper 
and old envelopes for the folding 
strips. I finished the card with silver
peel-off sticker waves and punched
dolphins. The panel has decorative
punched corners.

Below: Eva-Maria Callaghan, Essex.
A simple découpage card featuring a metallic
golf design and glitter peel-off sticker borders.

Right: Dawn Driver, Lincolnshire.
The scalloped edges of this card have
been given definition by colouring them
with a stamp pad. The deckled centre
panel is made from shimmer paper with
some extra sparkle given by glitter glue.
The skiers are rubber stamped onto
card before being cut out and placed
onto a parchment hill.

Left: Cynthia Rodway,
Hampshire.
A birthday card with
hand-coloured playing
cards and a classic
car topper. The num-
bers on the playing
cards represent the
year my brother-in-law
was born and the top-
per in the middle rep-
resents the back of a
playing card. To finish
the card off I used
small peel-off stickers
to create decorative
corners and added a
die-cut banner.

Right: Jane Page, 
Suffolk.
To create these flowers I stitched differ-
ent colour ribbons into a double fold
card and drew on some green stalks.
Finished with a small wooden ladybird 
embellishment.

Below: Annette Humphries, 
Mid Glamorgan.
This birthday card is made up from parts of 
the Life Smiles men’s football sheet. To finish
the card I inked around the edges with a blue 
stamp pad.
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Left: Millie Gahan, 
France. (Aged 9)
I made this flower card from string,
lengths of fringed thread and a big 
purple button, all mounted on a 
piece of purple Mirri card.

Below: Maureen Gammons, Suffolk.
A découpage card using the Life Smiles football
sheet, with wording panels from the same
product and matching background papers.

Below: Sue Henry, Nth Yorks.
To accompany the découpage
cyclists I added gold, silver
and bronze medals made from
card and a ‘Well Done’ mes-
sage in peel-off stickers.

Right: Vi Lawrence, 
Cheshire.
A landscape card into which I have 
fitted a hand-made shutter insert. This
is decorated with floral creative images,
découpage and matching gold peel-off
sticker borders.

Above: Pauline Human, 
Wiltshire.
The synchronised swimming photo is
cut to size and mounted onto gold mirri
paper with double-sided tape. The card
features a creative paper background,
peel-off sticker borders and a deckle-
edged panel.

Above: Margaret Robertson, 
Renfrewshire.
A beach volleyball card I made using 
a selection of papers and card sheets.
To create the water I added a piece 
of blue foam with peel-off stickers and
for the net I used a piece of ribbon.
Mounted onto a copper coloured 
centura card.

Left: Dawn French, 
North Yorkshire.
I love the new creative papers
and CDT toppers and have
made a number of different
cards with them recently. This
design combines a steam train
topper with creative papers, 
organza ribbon and peel-off
stickers to create a vintage 
industrial look.
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Above: Cath Foster, Suffolk.
An Olympic themed card made with a selection of peel-off stickers and
some hand coloured elements.

Above: Pauline Demeza, Lincolnshire.
A deckle-edged slider card with a découpage cyclist, a
paper background and a peel-off sticker message.

Below Right: Norah Grey, Essex.
I used pastels to create the background
of this card, and rubber stamps to
make an old fashioned cycle race
scene. The finish posts are made 
from peel-off stickers and card.

Below: Jenny Allen, Dorset.
A white aperture card with a patchwork panel of a golfer
and a gold ‘Best Wishes’ peel-off sticker.

Left: Amanda Brown, Kent.
A floral card I made by cutting away some of the front
panel and gluing punched card flowers across the gap.
This card is very easy to make and could be adapted
to use for almost any occasion.

Above: Mareth Allison, Renfrewshire.
This easel card has panels of silver 
mirri card, which are then topped with
scalloped panels of printed creative
paper to get the message across. The
car is from a die cut découpage sheet.

Above: 
Margaret Smith, 
Banffshire.
I created this picture of a 
rhythmic gymnast by cutting
out different coloured pieces
of card and layering them up,
using sticky fixers for added
depth. To finish I added a
foiled ‘Happy Birthday’ and 
a number of small star peel-
off stickers for extra sparkle.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Fiskars cutting mat: Perfect for cardmaking projects.

CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01: Good for découpage.
KNI15 Olfa mini touch-knife: Self retracting blade for safety.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Fiskars spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Fiskard spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.

EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Fiskars embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For heat embossing stamped images.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As above, but with two speeds. 

GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH28 Glue Dots: Didi enthusiast pack.
ADH29 Glue Dots: Mini enthusiast pack.
ADH30 Glue Dots: Craft enthusiast pack.
ADH31 Glue Dots: Craft & mini dots.
ADH34 Glue Dots: Hook & loop, white.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots: black.
ADH36 Hook & loop dots: white.

GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Clear glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen: Works like a pen.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml: Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.

PAINTBRUSHES
PBR09 Inscribe brush, size 9: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.
PBR10 Inscribe brush, size 10: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.
PBR11 Inscribe brush, size 11: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.

PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.
WRI26 Set of 6 sketching pencils: B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.

PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolour Pens: Lovely colours - great results.

PENS
WRI18 Metallic marker: Extra fine, silver.
WRI61 Metallic marker: Fine, white.
WRI62 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Metallic marker: 1.8mm, white.

RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.
RUL03 30cm Make Me ruler (metric only): We just love this see-
through plastic ruler. It has a steel edge to prevent damage while
cutting and is marked with a grid pattern so you can cut neat,
even borders without any measuring and marking out.

SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars: Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip with 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
CCU03 Corner rounding scissors: Cuts four different styles of
corner, including standard ‘rounded’ corners. 

STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE 
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.

TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH33 Masking tape: 25mm wide × 50metres long.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.

TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gm: Often used for parchment craft.

TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.

TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.

QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

When crafting there are certain tools and supplies we come back to again and again - essential cardmaking
supplies. To save repeating them over and over on every project and to help you find the basics quickly we’ve
gathered them together in one place. Please phone us or see our website for prices.
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